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"My story is something I like to share with others, to show people that with enough belief in yourself

and what you can accomplish, anything is possible."â€”Justin BieberFrom Tel Aviv to Tokyo, over

the past few years I've traveled around the world and back again. It's been amazing, but it's also

hard to believe that not so long ago I was singing on the streets of Stratford, Ontario. I can honestly

say that anything is possible, anyone can live the dream, and every day is a blessing.Now

everywhere I go, I'm met with so much love. It's all about you, my fans, and that's why I'm

dedicating my book to everyone who's come to sing along. I want to share the stories of my life on

the road with you. From the crazy highs of performing on stage to spending those precious quiet

moments with my friends and family, I want to give you a personal backstage pass to my world. It's

been exhausting but always eye-opening and amazing.It's astonishing to think that so much has

happened, and yet this is just the beginning. I'm just getting started.
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Before calling me a 10 year old girl, I will let you know I am a male in my twenties. Not sure why I

decided to read this book. I was always a fan of his but not "hardcore" like some people. Judging



this book based on content and not literary ability, it was excellent. DONT read this if you are

expecting some kind of literary Shakespearean masterpiece. Don't forget, Justin is 18 years old and

is a SINGER, not a seasoned writer. That being said, this is an easy read. I read it in one day over

the span of a few hours. What I liked about this book was that it had a fair amount of information

that wasn't included in the documentary Never Say Never or his first book. There were some

appropriately placed pictures throughout the book; many of which I've also never seen before. You

can tell that what Justin says in this book is truly coming from him and from the heart. It is almost as

if Justin is standing in front of you telling you the story. It is very personal at parts but never

becomes boring or repetitive. He talked about each topic with an appropriate amount of detail. Parts

of this book are funny, some are sad, and some are purely factual/storytelling. What I enjoyed

reading about in particular was his conversation with Kobe Bryant. If you haven't heard about that,

I'm not going to give it away; I assure you it was an amazing moment in the book and sounds like it

was an amazing moment in Justin's life. If you are on the fence about reading this book, I will tell

you this. Even if you are not a fan of Justin or if you are his biggest fan...this book WILL make you

gain respect for him. Even if you arent a huge fan of his music, you will see how incredible of a

human being Justin is. I use the words "incredible" and "human" for a reason.
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